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BEYOND THE DETAILS        

BTDConstruct & Ambient is a 100% Romanian General

Entrepreneurship in Constructions company, founded

in 2013. Our team of specialists started the business

journey with the desire to build around a simple

concept: the detail that reconfigures space. The

company set out to grow and develop a Romanian-

based constructions business.

ABOUT US 
With every project completed, the original idea

became the guided compass for the BTD’s

activity that motivates the entire team to

outgrow the limitations of planning and to bring

forward to business partners creative realization

solutions.

From sketching a project and throughout its

inauguration, our vision is to go Beyond the

details to the full benefit of our clients.

OUR VISION 



BTD & AFFILIATES 
BTD & AFFILIATES is a construction trust comprising of 4 limited liability

companies that are connected through ownership, administration,

management and/or inter-company business.

The Dogaru Family has the main impact in the group, with Mr. Cornel Dogaru

being the central figure and the business designer. Both the main business

and the affiliates are founded in Romania.

BTDConstruct & Ambient SRL, as The Primary Business, was set-up in 2013. It

was born out of the idea of creating a concept where the plans and

projects are thoroughly accomplished starting from the first phase to their last

details, to the full satisfaction of the clients. The core business of the

company is providing General Contracting Services for civil, commercial and

industrial constructions.

Progetto Lusso Industrial Cluster SRL or PLIC was established in 2015, as an LLC

with 100% Romanian capital. It was thought of as a stand-alone enterprise,

but with the purpose of helping the primary business, as well. Its core activity

is Trading – Import – Export of a wide range of products and materials for

interior design.

BDTools SRL was created in 2017 with the purpose of endorsing the main

company through added value for shareholders and by strengthening the

relations with the collaborators. Its central focus is rental equipment and

machinery for construction activities and its prime client is BTDConstruct &

Ambient.

BDWood SRL was also formed in 2017 with the shared goal of supporting the

main endeavors of the primary business and providing more leverage on the

construction market. BDWood’s principal activity is centered on Construction

Works Services and its main client is BTD.

Scaffold SRL is the latest business created by BTD & Affilites group in 2021. The

new enterprise will operate as a sole representative in Romania for the

international company Scafom-Rux. Scaffold’s core business will be selling

and leasing of scaffolds and special systems for constructions and naval / oil

industry.



At BTD, the team is the engine behind each project. We constantly keep focus on the end destination of every

construction, and we guide ourselves on a simple principle: we build for people. Based on this vision, we shaped a

team of professionals with more than 18 years of experience – a great team that managed more than 500.000 sqm.

We work closely with technical consultants in constructions and with labor health and security experts. Together, we

support partners that seek our expertise, throughout the various phases of the project, from the initial planning and up

to maintenance and exploitation.

TEAM BTD



CURRENT PROJECTS



STEJARII RESIDENTIAL CLUB II 

BTDConstruct & Ambient is carrying out the

structural works for a six-story building within

Stejarii II, a project developed in the Băneasa

neighborhood, on 14B Jandarmeriei St. The

residential building (A1) has a height regime of

UG+ G + 4F + E5R and will consist of 198

apartments with 2, 3, 4 and 5 rooms. Surrounded

by an oak forest, the residential project will offer

elegant apartments for rent.

The reception for Stejarii Residential Club II is

forecasted for the fall of 2022. The total built

area is 58,000 sqm.



The Ivy Complex offers its residents a unique

concept among real estate projects, in a new

and beautiful neighborhood of Bucharest, on

Jandarmeriei St. The complex has countless

facilities, such as swimming pool, kindergarten,

shop, fitness room and restaurant.

The Ivy will have 800 apartments designed to suit

the most demanding tastes, regardless of

lifestyle. With a wide variety of 2, 3 and 4-room

studios and apartments, the new project

developed by the Belgian company Speedwell

presents itself as a perfect place built around

the needs of future tenants.

The total built area is 35,232 sqm.

THE IVY COMPLEX



WIN Herăstrău is an exclusive real estate ensemble,
located in the northern area of the capital — Șoseaua

Nordului neighborhood. It features five collective flats

buildings (2UG+Semi-Basement+GF+5F) with apartments

composed of 1-4 bedrooms and offering across all its

components comfort, safety, functionality and beauty.

BTDConstruct & Ambient covers the construction of all 5

buildings of the complex during two distinct phases of the

project. The start date for this development was at the end

of 2019 and the completion is scheduled for late 2020. The

built-up area is of 41.000 sqm.

WIN HERĂSTRĂU



This project brought us the opportunity to

construct five residential buildings on a lake

shore, in the north part of Bucharest, in a low-

polution area.

The height regime will be UG+GF+6F+7R. The

project also includes the annexes, the technical

and utilities networks on premises, a pump

station, exterior layout, ground fencing. The built-

up area is of 39.000 sqm.

H PIPERA LAKE



DIMRI COMMERCIAL CENTER

BTDConstruct & Ambient is carrying out the

architectural finishes for a 5 story building within

the Dimri West Towers Residential, a project

developed on 350-356 Prelungirea Ghencea St.

The office building has a height regime of GF + 5

F, and will consist of 4 commercial areas at the

ground floor, and 5 floors of offices, plus a wide

terrace of 1000sqm over the commercial spaces

at 1st floor. Surrounded by a green area, the

building will offer commercial and office spaces

for rent. The reception for Dimri Commercial

Center is forecasted for the fall of 2021. The total

build area is 7159.97 sqm, 120 parking spots and

1692.9 sqm of green spaces.



DANIELOPOLU 38-40

Danielopolu Building is a modern collective residence,

located in the center of Bucharest, on 38-40 Danielopolu

St.. It features a height regimen of 2UG+GF+6F with

apartments composed of 2-3 bedrooms, soon to offer solid

comfort, safety and functionality to future occupants.

The start date for this development was in the summer of

2020 and the completion is scheduled for December 2021.

The built-up area is of 4000 sqm.



UP-site is Atenor’s first prestige residential

development in Romania. Located in the beating

heart of the upmarket Floreasca district, sitting at

the crossroads of Bucharest’s social, shopping,

business and prime residential hubs, UP-site will

consist of two luxury glass-fronted towers spanning

12 and 25 floors, connected by a smaller liaison-

building.

The construction workings began in the spring of

2021 and are set to complete in March 2023.

UP-SITE



LIZIERA DE LAC

Liziera de Lac is more than a residential project, is the place where

a future modern community will come alive. Located in S/E of

Bucharest, this small satellite will be surrounded by a lake, a nice

forest and fields of green – as an alternative to urban lifestyle, but

with the same comfort and utilities as those offered by a

metropolis.

BTDConstruct & Ambient will carry out the construction works for

the building of 4400 houses – or “nests” as they are called in the

official documents.

The first development phase of the project will comprise 94

households featuring private gardens, kindergarten, a community

hub with co-working spaces, commercial areas, sport courts, a

pool, a promenade by the lake and free time facilities.



Vulcan Residence is a new residential compound

located on 13 Septembrie area, within short

distance from Unirii Square.

The project will be built in a single phase, GF + 12

floors, with 12 floors withdrawn, and will have 256

apartments (single and double studios, apartments

with 2, 3 and 4 rooms, as well as penthouse units on

two levels), all benefiting from generous terraces

and modern design. The architecture of the

building, the construction to the latest standards of

sustainability and energy efficiency (nZEB), as well as

modern finishes, contribute to transforming the area

into one adapted to the contemporary lifestyle.

BTDConstruct & Ambient began the construction in

autumn 2021 and will carry out the works for the

entire project , that is scheduled to finalize in the

third quarter of 2023.

VULCAN REZIDENCE



RECENTLY FINALIZED PROJECTS



Luxuria Domenii Residence is a modern and exclusive

residential complex developed with a special elegance

and positioned in the new epicenter of Bucharest.

BTDConstruct & Ambient was responsible for the

construction of 2 buildings that are displayed on

2UG+GF+8F+TF and 2UG+GF+10F+11F/Duplex + TF.

The project consisted in delivering 130 apartments,

underground and on the ground parking, commercial

spaces, roads, access check points, a gatehouse, vented

trash houses, closed car ramps, exterior lighting,

surrounding and decorative fences, landscaping, utilities

connections, secondary electric power distribution,

generator, rainwater tank. The developed area is of 20.000

sqm.

LUXURIA DOMENII RESIDENCE



Located in the North of the Capital, Greenfield

was developed on an area of 60 hectares of

land and it comprises over 180,000 sqm of green

spaces. The construction works began in 2007

and our contract completed in June 2021.

BTDConstruct & Ambient ensured the

construction of a collective flats building on

GF+6F, that will deliver 41 apartments. The

project included the realization of ground

parking lots, the surrounding and decorative

fences, the setting up of green areas, the utilities

connections and a disposal platform. The built-

up area was of 3.051 sqm.

GREENFIELD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND



Central Residential is an over-the-top residential

complex in the center of Bucharest, located on

216-218 Vasile Lascăr St. The idea behind the

buildings’ development was the desire to offer

future residents a practical and convenient

lifestyle. The project comprises of six buildings

each with 2UG+GF+12F.

Completion date was met in 2020. The

residential complex consists of studios and 2 and

3 rooms apartments, parking spots, commercial

spaces, kindergarten, dry cleaning,

supermarket. The built-up area is of 65.000 sqm.

CENTRAL RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX



This amazing office building called H Victoriei 109 is located

in the very heart of Bucharest, on Victoriei Avenue. The

project aimed at preserving the edifice’s initial destination

and it has recently been included into the offices rental

circuit.

H Victoriei 109 is displayed on UG + GF + 6F + 7R and it

features a total of 7.036 sqm of modern offices and retail

spaces. The exterior construction work for H Victoriei 109

had the purpose to maintain the architectonic features of

the structure and to bring back its facade to the original

appearance. For this project, BTD executed the

consolidation and the modernization works.

H VICTORIEI 109



Ibis Styles Bucharest City Center is a new superior

3-star hotel in Ibis Network, located in the heart

of the capital, offering its travelers a convenient

positioning, easily accessible and in the midst of

city’s attractions.

The hotel has152 guest rooms and a private

parking. It welcomes guests in a tasty tavern

and a chic lobby bar. The hotel also has a

generous place for the community’s functions

and celebrations, a large function area that

can accommodate 130 participants.

BTDConstruct & Ambient finished the

construction in the spring of 2020 and the hotel

was inaugurated shortly after. The built-up area

was of 8.000 sqm.

IBIS STYLES BUCHAREST CITY CENTER



The DIMRI West Towers project is part of DIMRI RESIDENCE,

a residential complex that is emerging in the sixth sector of

Bucharest, on Prelungirea Ghencea St.. Dimri Residence is

one of the biggest and boldest modern housing endeavors

developed in Romania. The project spreads over 17

hectares and it will feature 35 ultramodern and safe

buildings. Future residents will enjoy living in 3000 spacious

and carefully studied ergonomic apartments.

The construction works for West Towers debuted in

November 2017 and concluded gradually between 2019

and 2020. The housing compound includes 3 collective

flats buildings that are displayed on UG+GF+11F. The built-

up area was of 24.000 sqm.

DIMRI WEST TOWERS



This residential complex was projected to develop in

3 stages that spanned from 2015 until late 2019:

The first stage covered 2 residential buildings – C2

(2UG+GF+11F/duplex) and C3 (UG+GF+10F), with a

built-up area of 32.000 sqm.

The second phase incorporated the buildings: C1

(2UG+GF+10F+11F/duplex), C4

(2UG+GF+10F+11F/duplex), C5 (2UG+GF+2F) and C9

(2UG+GF+10F+11F/duplex). The built-up area was of

41.000 sqm.

The third stage included the buildings: C6

(2UG+GF+10F+11F/duplex), C13 parking lot with

2UG, C7 (2UG+GF+2F), C9

(2UG+GF+10F+11F/duplex) and C8

(2UG+GF+10F+11F/duplex). The built-up area was of

34.000 sqm.

GRAN VIA PARK



The Aviaţiei Apartments is a residential complex, situated in

Bucharest, on 26 Soldat Ghe. Buciumat St. The project, that

was finalized in October 2019, offers its inhabitants several

types of apartments: studios with a usable area between

40 and 48 sqm, 2-rooms apartments with an area between

57 and 60 sqm, 3-rooms flats with sizez between 67 and 72

sqm. The ensemble also features private terraces, ideal for

families with children.

The project included the construction of three residential

buildings, as it follows: A Building – UG+SB+GF+4F+5-6RF; B

Building – UG+SB+GF+6F and C-D Building –

2UG+SB+GF+6F. The built-up area was of 35.000 sqm.

AVIAȚIEI APARTMENTS



Toscana Residential Park is a housing complex located on

23 August St., Otopeni city – a perfect location with quick

access to the vibrant areas of the city, but private enough

to feel the safety of a quiet community.

BTDConstruct & Ambient began the construction works in

November 2017 and all six constructions of the compound

were delivered by mid 2019. The height capacity of the

buildings is UG+GF+3F+Attic and the total built-up area is of

12.000 sqm.

TOSCANA RESIDENTIAL PARK



BTDConstruct & Ambient SRL has implemented the Integrated Management System: EN ISO 9001

for Quality Management, EN ISO 14001 for Environment Management, EN ISO 45001 for

Occupational Health and Safety Management – certified by TUV Austria.

CERTIFICATES - MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

https://www.tuv-austria.ro/


Starting 2018, BTDConstruct & Ambient is a certified active member of the Romanian

Association of Construction Companies Owners (PSC).

In 2018, BTD debuted the TOP 100 General Entrepreneurs, straight to the 47th position, a clear

confirmation of the company’s evolution on the local industry. Also in 2018, the company

placed 2nd in the Romanian National Enterprise Rankings in the Small Business section and 3rd

position in Top Businesses Romania, Small Enterprises, Bucharest, for the domain no. 41:

Buildings’ construction, according to the 2017 balance.

In 2019, we ranked up to the 25th position in TOP 100 General Entrepreneurs in Construction

(an independent chart by IBCFocus) and in 2020 we gained 3 more positions, in the same

top, finishing the year on the 22nd place.

For 2021, BTDConstruct & Ambient managed to secure a few merits such as: the 18th position

in the IBCFocus chart; Second place in Top Proffit Romania and Third place in Top Business

Romania 2021 (Rankings in the Medium-Sized Enterprises, for the domain no. 4120:

Construction works for residential and non-residential buildings); Second place in Top Business

Romania, domain no. 41: Buildings constructions, according to the 2020 balance.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND DISTINCTIONS



In 2021, the company maintained an upward trend in

terms of turnover, that is registered at over 61 million

Euros. Based on our current projects and the plans we

have to increase and diversify our portfolio, we expect to

reach a new financial milestone in 2022.

The BTD & Affiliates group’s team of professionals is

constantly increasing, having now reached approx. 200

specialists in the fields of Project Management,

Management of Construction Works and Business

Support. The necessary construction work-force is being

subcontracted and project-based.

KEY NUMBERS



Maintaining the growth of our turnover rate and investing in exceptional human resources.

Fully digitalize the company by the 3rd quarter of 2022.

Winning and completing projects to the benefit of the cities we build in. We plan on using

more ecological materials for our projects and expanding our clients’ portfolio.

Integrating the organizational development strategy. In this direction, we work on a

competitive benefits scheme for the employees: specialized trainings, performance bonuses

and other motivational solutions.

OBJECTIVES



The company’s headquarter is located on 109 Calea

Victoriei, 3rd &7th floors, 1st sector, Bucharest 010069. At

this location, you can also visit our incredible showroom

that displays construction materials and interior design

products for fittings and finishes from most of our

collaborating producers.

Our secondary location is at 81 Gen. Petre Popovăţ St.,

6th sector, Bucharest.

BTD WORKPLACES

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

https://www.btdconstruct.ro/

